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Global Existence and Non-existence Theorems for
Nonlinear Wave Equations
DAVID R. PITTS & MOHAMMAD A. RAMMAHA
ABSTRACT. In this article we focus on the global well-posedness
of an initial-boundary value problem for a nonlinear wave equa-
tion in all space dimensions. The nonlinearity in the equation
features the damping term jujkjutjm sgnut and a source term
of the form jujp−1u, where k, p  1 and 0 < m < 1. In ad-
dition, if the space dimension n  3, then the parameters k, m
and p satisfy p, k=1−m  n=n−2. We show that whenever
k m  p, then local weak solutions are global. On the other
hand, we prove that whenever p > k m and the initial en-
ergy is negative, then local weak solutions blow-up in finite time,
regardless of the size of the initial data.
1. INTRODUCTION
In quantum field theory and certain mechanical applications, various examples of
the evolution equation
(1.1) utt −ÑuRx; t;u;ut  Fx;u;
satisfying the structural conditionsvRx; t;u;v  0,Rx; t;u;0  Fx;0 
0, and Fx;u  jujp−1u for large juj arise (cf. Jo¨rgens [11] and Segal [26]).
In this paper, we study the long-time behavior of solutions to an initial-
boundary value problem for a nonlinear wave equation of the form (1.1). Of
central interest is the relationship of the source and damping terms to the behav-
ior of solutions.
Throughout the paper, assume thatÚ is an open, bounded, connected domain
in Rn with a smooth boundary @Ú  — . Further assume — is the union of two
disjoint, connected n − 1-dimensional manifolds —0 and —1. Our interest in this
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article is focussed on the initial-boundary value problem,
(1.2)

utt −Ñu jujk jutjm sgnut  jujp−1u; in Ú 0; T;
ux;0  u0x; utx;0  u1x; in Ú;
ux; t  0 on —0  0; T;
@u
@n
x; t  hx; t; on —1  0; T;
where 0 < m < 1, k, p  1, h 2 C10;1; L2—1, and @=@n denotes the
outward normal derivative on —1. Hypotheses on the initial data u0 and u1 are
given in (2.2) below.
It is well-known that when the damping term jujkjutjm sgnut is absent,
the source term jujp−1u drives the solution of (1.2) to blow-up in finite time
([6, 16, 22, 30]). In addition, if the source term jujp−1u is removed from the
equation, then damping terms of various forms are known to yield existence of
global solutions, (cf. [2, 3, 10]). However, the interaction between the damping
and source terms is often difficult to analyze, as one can see from the work in
[5, 17, 19, 24, 28].
The purpose of this paper is to establish sharp results on the long-time behav-
ior of solutions to the initial-boundary value problem (1.2). Our main results are
Theorems 4.1, 5.1 and 6.1. First, in Theorem 4.1 we construct a local weak solu-
tion to (1.2) by using a standard Galerkin scheme based on the eigenfunctions of
the Laplacian. However, there are several technical difficulties in the passage to the
limit. One difficulty lies in showing that the sequence of approximate solutions
fuNg satisfies
ju0Ntjm sgnu0Nt! ju0tjm sgnu0t weakly in L2Ú:
Uniqueness of solutions does not follow from the theory of ordinary differential
equations, and presents another difficulty. Our next main result, Theorem 5.1,
shows that the every local weak solution to (1.2) is global, provided k m  p.
The proof of Theorem 5.1 relies on obtaining an energy-type estimate for the
sequence of the approximate solutions which holds for each bounded time interval
0; T. Finally, in Theorem 6.1 we use an argument similar to the one in [5] to
prove that every local weak solution to (1.2) with negative initial energy blows-
up in finite time, regardless of the size of the initial data. Moreover, we obtain a
precise upper bound for the life span of the solution in terms of the initial data
and the other parameters in the equation.
It should be noted here that our approach for establishing the existence of a
local weak solution does not directly extend to the case when m > 1. Indeed, for
the case m > 1, the existence of local solutions requires different type of a priori
estimates, and therefore the casem > 1 is not addressed in this paper.
Of particular relevance to our results in this article are those of Georgiev and
Todorova [5] and Levine and Serrin [17]. We also note the fundamental work of
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Lasiecka and Triggiani [14, 15] and Lions and Strauss [21]. In [5] the authors
analyzed the global regularity of solutions to a similar equation, but with the more
regular damping term jutjm−1ut. Although the blow-up result obtained in [5]
is for large data, their proof can be modified to yield the same blow-up result
for small initial data. In [17], Levine and Serrin proved several abstract theorems
on the global nonexistence of solutions to a large class of nonlinear hyperbolic
equations. However, their results are not applicable to the initial-boundary value
problem (1.2) due the lack of smoothness in the nonlinearity. For the same reason,
a standard fixed-point argument to establish the existence of weak solutions to
(1.2) does not apply.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we introduce some notation, definitions, and the technical assump-
tions that are necessary for the remaining sections of the paper. Let L2Ú, L2—1,
etc. denote the standard Lebesgue spaces and HsÚ, Hs—0, Hs—1, . . . , denote
the standard Sobolev spaces. By Hs— we mean the space Hs—0 Hs—1, and
by Hs0;—0—, s  0, we mean the subspace of Hs— that is given by Hs0;—0— 
f0g Hs—1. Also, for s > 12 we set
Hs0;—0Ú  fu 2 HsÚ j u j—0  0g;
where the evaluation on —0 is taken in the sense of traces. For u 2 HsÚ we
denote by γu the trace operator (whenever defined) on — , i.e., γu  uj— . Also,
we set γ1u  uj—1 .
Let X and Y be Banach spaces with X  Y . We write X > Y if the injection
i : X ! Y is continuous. Also, we denote by LX; Y the space of all continuous
linear operators from X to Y .
Throughout the paper, we let A : L2Ú ! L2Ú be the operator given by:
A  −Ñ with its domain
DA 
(
u 2 H2Ú : u—0  @u@n
—1  0
)
:
Also, we let R : L20;—0— ! L2Ú be the Dirichlet-Neumann map, which is given
by: Rh  w if and only if
Ñw  0 in Ú; w—0  0; @w@n
—1  h:
It is well known that A is positive, self-adjoint, and A is the inverse of a compact
operator. Moreover, A has the infinite sequence of positive eigenvalues fn j n 
1;2; : : : g and a corresponding sequence of eigenfunctions fen j n  1;2; : : : g
that forms an orthonormal basis for L2Ú. Namely, if u 2 L2Ú, then u 
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n1unen, where the convergence is in L2Ú, with kuk2L2Ú  P1n1 junj2
and un  hu; eniL2Ú.
The powers of A are defined as follows: As : DAs  L2Ú ! L2Ú,
Asu P1n1 snunen, with the domain of As given by
DAs 
n
u 2 L2Ú j u  1X
n1
unen;
1X
n1
2sn junj2 <1
o
:
We remark here that the results of Grisvard [8] and Seeley [25] give the following
characterization for the fractional powers of A:
(2.1) DAs 
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
H2sÚ; 0  s < 14 ;
H2s0;—0Ú; 14 < s < 34 ;(
u 2 H2sÚ : u—0  0; @u@n
—1  0
)
; 34 < s  1:
Moreover, DA1=4 > H1=2Ú, DA3=4 > H3=20;—0Ú, and the norm kukHsÚ is
equivalent to 
P1
n1 snjunj21=2. Therefore, we set
∥∥u∥∥2HsÚ  1X
n1
snjunj2:
Let St and Ct be the sine and cosine operators associated with A. Specif-
ically, St, Ct : L2Ú ! L2Ú are given by St  A−1=2 sinA1=2t and
Ct  cosA1=2t.
The following assumptions will be valid throughout the paper:
u0 2 H10;—0Ú; u1 2 L2Ú;(2.2)
k; p  1; 0 <m < 1; and p; k
1−m 
n
n− 2 if n  3:(2.3)
Finally, the following Sobolev imbeddings will be used frequently in the paper:
(2.4)
8><>:H
1
0;—0Ú> LqÚ; for 1  q  2nn− 2 ; n  3;
H10;—0Ú> LqÚ; for 1  q <1; n  1;2:
Also, throughout the paper we set:
Gu;u0  jujk ju0jm sgnu0; gu0  ju0jm sgnu0; f u  jujp−1u:
We shall use the weak formulation of the problem to define what we mean by
a solution to the initial-boundary value problem (1.2).
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Definition 2.1. Let u0 2 H10;—0Ú, u1 2 L2Ú. We say that u is a weak
solution to the initial-boundary value problem (1.2) on 0; T if
u 2 L20; T ;H10;—0Ú; u0 2 L20; T ; L2Ú
and u satisfies:
(2.5) hu0t;’iL2Ú − hu1;’iL2Ú 
Z t
0
hA1=2us;A1=2’iL2Ú ds

Z t
0
h
hGus;u0s;’iL2Ú − hfus;’iL2Ú
i
ds
−
Z t
0
hhs; γ1’iL2—1 ds  0;
for all ’ 2 H10;—0Ú and almost every t 2 0; T.
In order for us to obtain certain estimates, we now derive the integral equa-
tions that must be satisfied by a weak solution to the initial-boundary value prob-
lem (1.2). Let vt  ut − wt, where wt  Rht. Then, v formally
satisfies the abstract initial value problem:
v00 Av  −w00  fv w−Gv w;v0 w0 on 0; T;(2.6)
v0  u0 −w0; v00  u1 −w00:(2.7)
Thus, by the variation of parameters formula, we have
vt  Ctu0 −w0 Stu1 −w00(2.8)
−
Z t
0
St − w00− fuGu;u0d:
Formal integration by parts yields
(2.9) ut  Ctu0 − Rh0 Stu1  Rht−
Z t
0
Ct − Rh0d

Z t
0
St − f u−Gu;u0d:
By differentiating (2.9), one has
(2.10) u0t  Ctu1 −AStu0 − Rh0
Z t
0
ASt − Rh0d

Z t
0
Ct − f u−Gu;u0d:
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At this end we let
U0t  Ctu0 − Rh0 Stu1  Rht(2.11)
−
Z t
0
Ct − Rh0d;
V0t  Ctu1 −AStu0 − Rh0(2.12)

Z t
0
ASt − Rh0d:
The following regularity results are well-known (for example, see [14, 15, 20]),
and thus their proofs are omitted.
Lemma 2.2. For s  0, we have
(i) C 2 LDAs; C0; T;DAs,
(ii) S 2 LDAs; C0; T;DAs1=2,
(iii) R 2 LL20;—0—;H3=20;—0Ú.
Remark 2.3. In view of Lemma 2.2 and the fact that
h 2 C10;1; L2—1;
it is easy to see that U0 2 C0;1;H10;—0Ú, and V0 2 C0;1; L2Ú.
Moreover, it is not too difficult to show that if u 2 L20; T ;H10;—0Ú, u0 2
L20; T ; L2Ú, and u satisfies the integral equations:
ut  U0t
Z t
0
St − f u−Gu;u0 d;(2.13)
u0t  V0t
Z t
0
Ct − f u−Gu;u0 d;(2.14)
then u is a weak solution to (1.2) in the sense of Definition 2.1. Moreover, the
converse is also valid. The proof of this fact is similar to that of Remark 2.1 in [2]
and thus it is omitted.
3. APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS
Our first step is to construct the sequence of approximate solutions to the initial
boundary value problem (1.2) and obtain the necessary estimates for the passage
to the limit, without further restriction on the damping or source terms. Let
fekg1k1 be the orthonormal basis for L2Ú, as described in Section 2. Let PN
be the orthogonal projection of L2Ú onto the linear span of fe1; : : : ; eNg. Let
uNt 
PN
k1uN;ktek be a weak solution to the Galerkin system associated
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with the initial-boundary value problem (1.2), i.e., uNt satisfies the initial value
problem:
d
dt
hu0Nt; ekiL2Ú  hA1=2uNt;A1=2ekiL2Ú − hht; γ1ekiL2—1
 hPNGuNt;u0Nt; ekiL2Ú − hPNfuNt; ekiL2Ú  0;
(3.1)
uN;k0  u0k; u0N;k0  u1k;(3.2)
for k  1, 2 : : : , N, where u0k  hu0; ekiL2Ú and u1k  hu1; ekiL2Ú. Now, (3.1)
and (3.2) are equivalent to:
u00N;kt kuN;kt  hht; γ1ekiL2—1
− hPNGuNt;u0Nt; ekiL2Ú  hPNfuNt; ekiL2Ú,(3.3)
uN;k0  u0k; u0N;k0  u1k;(3.4)
for k  1, 2 : : : , N.
Since (3.3), (3.4) is an initial value problem for a second order N N system
of ordinary differential equations with continuous nonlinearities in the unknown
functions uN;k and their derivatives u0N;k, it follows from the Cauchy-Peano The-
orem that for every N  1, (3.3), (3.4) has at least one solution uN;k defined on
0; TN, for some TN > 0. Moreover, for 1  k  N, uN;k 2 C20; TN, and they
satisfy the following integral equation on 0; TN:
(3.5) uN;kt  u0k cos1=2k t u1k−1=2k sin1=2k t

Z t
0
−1=2k sin
1=2
k t − HN;kd;
for k  1, 2 : : : , N, and where
HN;k  hh; γ1ekiL2—1 − hPNGuN;u0N; ekiL2Ú
 hPNfuN; ekiL2Ú:
Now by noting the definition of the Dirichlet-Neumann map Rht  wt, we
have
(3.6) hh; γ1ekiL2—1  hA1=2w;A1=2ekiL2Ú  khRh; ekiL2Ú:
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Therefore, by using (3.6) and integration by parts, the first term in the convolution
in (3.5) is given by
Z t
0
−1=2k sin
1=2
k t − hh; γ1ekiL2—1 d(3.7)

Z t
0
1=2k sin
1=2
k t − hRh; ekiL2Ú d
 hRht; ekiL2Ú − cos1=2k thRh0; ekiL2Ú
−
Z t
0
cos1=2k t − hRh0; ekiL2Ú d:
It follows easily from (3.5), (3.7), and the definitions of the sine and cosine oper-
ators that uN satisfies the following integral equations on 0; TN:
uNt  UN;0t
Z t
0
St − PNfuN−GuN;u0Nd;(3.8)
u0Nt  VN;0t
Z t
0
Ct − PNfuN−GuN;u0Nd;(3.9)
where
UN;0t  CtPNu0 − Rh0 StPNu1 PNRht
−
Z t
0
Ct − PNRh0d;
VN;0t  CtPNu1 −AStPNu0 − Rh0

Z t
0
ASt − PNRh0d:
A priori estimates. Here, we shall show that TN can be replaced by some
T > 0, for all N  1. In the remaining parts of the paper, we shall refer to the
following Hilbert spaces repeatedly:
XT  L20; T ; L2Ú and YT  L20; T ;H10;—0Ú:
Lemma 3.1. There exists a constant T > 0 such that the sequence of approximate
solutions fuNg satisfies the following:
(i) fuNg is bounded in YT ;
(ii) fu0Ng is bounded in XT ;
(iii) PNju0Njm sgnu0N is bounded in L20; T ; L2=mÚ.
Proof. Fix T0 > 0. First note that by using Lemma 2.2, it is easy to check
that UN;0 2 C0; T0;H10;—0Ú and VN;0 2 C0; T0; L2Ú. Also, we note
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that PNu0 ! u0 in H10;—0Ú, and PNu1 ! u1 in L2Ú. Therefore, it fol-
lows from Lemma 2.2 that UN;0 ! U0 in C0; T0;H10;—0Ú and VN;0 ! V0 in
C0; T0; L2Ú as N ! 1. So, there exists a constant M > 0 such that for all
N,
sup
t20;T0
kUN;0tkH10;—0 Ú  supt20;T0kU0tkH10;—0 Ú M   ;(3.10)
sup
t20;T0
kVN;0tkL2Ú  sup
t20;T0
kV0tkL2Ú M  :(3.11)
It should be noted here that in (3.10) and (3.11), the constants  and  depend
on T0. It follows from (3.8) and Lemma 2.2 that, for all t 2 0; T0 and all N  1,
(3.12) kuNtkH10;—0 Ú  kUN;0tkH10;—0 Ú

Z t
0
kSt − PNfuN−GuN;u0NkH10;—0 Ú d
 
Z t
0
kfuN−GuN;u0NkL2Ú d:
However, by using Ho¨lder’s inequality, (2.3), and (2.4), one has
kfuN−GuN;u0NkL2Ú(3.13)
 k juNjp−1uNkL2Ú  k juNjk ju0NjmkL2Ú
 ∥∥uN∥∥p2p  ∥∥u0N∥∥m2 ∥∥uN∥∥k2k=1−m
 C∥∥uN∥∥pH10;—0 Ú  ∥∥u0N∥∥m2 ∥∥uN∥∥kH10;—0 Ú;
for some positive constant C  Cm;k;Ú. It follows from (3.12) and (3.13) that
(3.14) kuNtkH10;—0 Ú   C
Z t
0
∥∥uN∥∥pH10;—0 Ú
 ∥∥u0N∥∥m2 ∥∥uN∥∥kH10;—0 Úd:
Similarly, we have
(3.15) ku0NtkL2Ú  kVN;0tkL2Ú

Z t
0
kCt − PNfuN−GuN;u0NkL2Ú d
 
Z t
0
kfuN−GuN;u0NkL2Ú d 
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  C
Z t
0
kuNkpH10;—0 Ú  ku0Nkm2 kuNkkH10;—0 Úd:
Therefore, it follows from (3.14) and (3.15) that
(3.16) kuNtkH10;—0 Ú  ku0NtkL2Ú
   C
Z t
0
kuNkpH10;—0 Ú  ku0Nkm2 kuNkkH10;—0 Úd:
Let yNt : 1kuNtkH10;—0 Úku0NtkL2Ú and   maxfp;kmg. Then,
for t 2 0; T0 we have
(3.17) yNt  1  C
Z t
0
yN d:
Hence, by using a standard comparison theorem, (3.17) yields that yNt  zt,
where zt  11− −C −1t−1=−1 is the solution to the Volterra
integral equation
(3.18) zt  1  C
Z t
0
z d:
Although zt blows-up in finite time (since  > 1), there exists a time T > 0,
T < T0 such that yNt  zt  C for all t 2 0; T and all N  1. This
shows that fuNg is bounded in YT and fu0Ng is bounded in XT . Consequently,
PNju0Njm sgnu0N is also bounded in XT and in L20; T ; L2=mÚ, by Ho¨lder’s
inequality. p
The following compactness theorem is a special case of Aubin’s compactness the-
orem which can be found in [27], for example.
Compactness Theorem. Let XT and YT be the Hilbert spaces as described above.
Let Y be the space of functions Y  fu 2 YT ; u0 2 XTg endowed with the natural
norm kuk2Y  kuk2YT  ku0k2XT . Then the imbedding Y
i
> XT is compact.
Now, by using Lemma 3.1 and the compactness theorem above, we can extract
a subsequence of fuNg (still denoted by fuNg) and find functions u and  with
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u 2 YT , u0 2 XT and  2 L20; T ; L2=mÚ  XT such that:
(3.19)
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
uN ! u strongly in XT ;
uN ! u weakly in YT ;
u0N ! u0 weakly in XT ;
PNju0Njm sgnu0N!  weakly in XT
uNt! ut strongly in L2Ú for almost all t 2 0; T;
uNt! utweakly in H10;—0Ú for almost all t 2 0; T;
u0Nt! u0t weakly in L2Ú for almost all t 2 0; T;
uN:; t! u:; t point-wise a.e. Ú; for almost all t 2 0; T:
Before passing to the limit we shall need some auxiliary lemmas. First, let us
introduce the following temporary notation:
Fs  jsjk;
and
Fjs 
(jsjk; jsj < j;
jk; jsj  j:
Also, we let Új;v : fx 2 Ú : jvxj  jg.
Lemma 3.2. With k satisfying (2.3), then Fj ! F in L2Ú, uniformly
on bounded sets in H10;—0Ú. More specifically, given " > 0 and L > 0, then there
exists j0  1, such that for all v 2 H10;—0Ú with kvkH10;—0 Ú  L, we have
(3.20)
∥∥Fjv− Fv∥∥2L2Ú 
Z
Új;v jj
k − jvxjk j2 dx < "2;
for all j  j0.
Proof. Let v 2 H10;—0Ú with kvkH10;—0 Ú  L. Then,
∥∥Fjv− Fv∥∥2L2Ú 
Z
Új;v jj
k − jvxjk j2 dx(3.21)
 2
Z
Új;v j
2k  jvxj2kdx:
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With the assumptions on k, we can choose q such that 2k < q <1, when n  1,
2; and 2k < q  2n=n− 2, when n  3. Then,
(3.22)
Z
Új;v j
q dx  jqjÚj;vj  ZÚj;v jvxjq dx  C
∥∥v∥∥qH10;—0 Ú  CLq;
where jÚj;vj denotes the Lebesgue measure of Új;v . In particular, we have
(3.23) jÚj;vj  CLqj−q; j  1;2 : : : :
Therefore,
(3.24)
Z
Új;v j
2k dx  CLqj−q2k; j  1;2 : : : :
Moreover, by using Ho¨lder’s inequality, (2.4) and (3.23), we haveZ
Új;v jvxj
2k dx  ∥∥v∥∥2k2k=1−m jÚj;vjm  C∥∥v∥∥2kH10;—0 Ú jÚj;vjm(3.25)
 C1mL2kmqj−mq:
It follows from (3.24), (3.25) and (3.21) that there exists j0  1 such that
(3.26)
∥∥Fjv− Fv∥∥2L2Ú  2CLqj−q2k  C1mL2kmqj−mq  "2;
for all j  j0, and the proof is complete. p
Lemma 3.3. Let fuNg be the sequence of approximate solutions satisfying (3.19).
Then, for any k  1 satisfying (2.3), we have
(3.27) juNtjk ! jutjk strongly in L2Ú for almost all t 2 0; T:
Proof. Let k  1 and satisfying (2.3). Let L > 0 be such that, for all t 2
0; T and all N  1,∥∥uNt∥∥H10;—0 Ú and ∥∥ut∥∥H10;—0 Ú  L:
We choose q as in the proof of Lemma 3.2 and j0 large enough so that
(3.28)
∥∥Fj0v− Fv∥∥2L2Ú 
Z
Új0;v jj
k
0 − jvxjk j2 dx <
"2
16
;
and
(3.29) 8
Z
Új0;v j
2k
0 dx  8CLqj−q2k0 <
"2
16
;
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for all v 2 H10;—0Ú with kvkH10;—0 Ú  L. Now, for all N  1, we have
k juNtjk − jutjk kL2Ú  kFuNt− FutkL2Ú(3.30)
 kFuNt− Fj0uNtkL2Ú
 kFj0uNt− Fj0utkL2Ú
 kFj0ut− FutkL2Ú
<
"
2
 kFj0uNt− Fj0utkL2Ú:
For fixed t 2 0; T, let
Ú1;j0;N  fx : juNtj; jutj < j0g;Ú2;j0;N  fx : juNtj < j0; jutj  j0g;Ú3;j0;N  fx : juNtj  j0; jutj < j0g;Ú4;j0;N  fx : juNtj; jutj  j0g:
Now, by using Lemma 3.2, one has
(3.31)
∥∥Fj0uNt− Fj0ut∥∥2L2Ú
 ∥∥Fj0uNt− Fj0ut∥∥2L2Ú1;j0 ;N 
 ∥∥Fj0uNt− Fj0ut∥∥2L2Ú2;j0 ;N 
 ∥∥Fj0uNt− Fj0ut∥∥2L2Ú3;j0 ;N :
However, for all N  1
∥∥Fj0uNt− Fj0ut∥∥2L2Ú2;j0 ;N  
Z
Ú2;j0;N j juNtj
k − jk0 j2 dx(3.32)
 4
Z
Ú2;j0;N j
2k
0 dx
 4
Z
Új0;ut j
2k
0 dx <
"2
32
;
where we have used (3.29). Similarly, one has
∥∥Fj0uNt− Fj0ut∥∥2L2Ú3;j0 ;N < "232 :(3.33)
Since uN:; t! u:; t point-wise a.e. Ú as N ! 1, for almost all t 2 0; T and
Ú1;j0 ;N xj juNtjk−jutkj j2 < 4j2k0 (where Ú1;j0 ;N denotes the characteristic
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function on Ú1;j0;N), then by the dominated convergence theorem, there exists an
N0  1 such that, for all N  N0, we have∥∥Fj0uNt− Fj0ut∥∥2L2Ú1;j0 ;N(3.34)

Z
Ú Ú1;j0 ;N xj juNtjk − jutkj j2 dx <
"2
16
:
Finally, it follows from (3.30), (3.31) and (3.32)-(3.34) that
(3.35) k juNtjk − jutjk kL2Ú < ":
For all N  N0 and almost all t 2 0; T, which completes the proof. p
The following Lemma is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.3.
Lemma 3.4. The sequence of approximate solutions fuNg satisfies:
(3.36) PNjuNjk ju0Njm sgnu0N! jujk weakly in XT :
Proof. The fact that jutjkt 2 L2Ú for almost all t 2 0; T follows
easily from Ho¨lder’s inequality. The convergence in (3.36) follows easily by using
Lemma 3.3 and a density argument. p
Lemma 3.5. Let p  1 satisfying (2.3). Then, there exists a subsequence of
fuNg, still denoted by fuNg, such that, for almost all t 2 0; T
juNtjp−1uNt! jutjp−1ut strongly in L2Ú;(3.37)
for p  1, n  1, 2; and for 1  p < n=n − 2, n  3. Moreover, the mode of
convergence in (3.37) is replaced by weakly in L2Ú, if p  n=n− 2, n  3.
Proof. Here, the proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.3, and thus will not
be repeated. However, from the proof of Lemma 3.3, we only need the restriction
that 1  p < n=n− 2 when n  3 to deduce (3.37). Moreover, if p 
n=n − 2, then obviously p − 1 < n=n − 2, and one has juNtjp−1 !
jutjp−1 strongly in L2Ú. The fact that juNtjp−1uNt is bounded in L2Ú
yields the second statement of the lemma. p
Now, the sequence of approximate solutions in (3.19) satisfies
hu0Nt; ekiL2Ú − hPNu1; ekiL2Ú(3.38)

Z t
0
hA1=2uNs;A1=2ekiL2Ú ds

Z t
0
hPNGuNs;u0Ns; ekiL2Ú − hPNfuNs; ekiL2Ú ds
−
Z t
0
hhs; γ1ekiL2—1 ds  0,
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for all k  1, 2 : : : , N, and almost every t 2 0; T.
By letting N ! 1, and by using (3.19) and Lemmas 3.4, 3.5, one finds that
the limit function u satisfies
hu0t;’iL2Ú − hu1;’iL2Ú 
Z t
0
hA1=2us;A1=2’iL2Ú ds(3.39)

Z t
0
hjusjks;’iL2Ú − hfus;’iL2Úds
−
Z t
0
hhs; γ1’iL2—1 ds  0;
for all ’ 2 H10;—0Ú and almost every t 2 0; T. In view of Remark 2.3, then u
satisfies the integral equations
ut  U0t
Z t
0
St − f u− jujkd;(3.40)
u0t  V0t
Z t
0
Ct − f u− jujkd;(3.41)
where U0 and V0 are given in (2.11) and (2.12). Therefore, we deduce that u 2
C0; T;H10;—0Ú and u0 2 C0; T; L2Ú. Moreover, u satisfies the initial-
boundary value problem,
(3.42)
8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
utt −Ñu jujk  jujp−1u; in Ú 0; T;
ux;0  u0x; utx;0  u1x; in Ú;
ux; t  0; on —0  0; T;
@u
@n
x; t  hx; t; on —1  0; T:
In addition, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.6. Let u0 2 H10;—0Ú, u1 2 L2Ú,  2 L20; T ; L2=mÚ and
u be a weak solution to the initial-boundary value problem (3.42). Then, u00 2
L20; T ; H10;—0Ú0.
Proof. Let h; i denote the standard pairing of H10;—0Ú0 and H10;—0Ú.
Then, it follows from (3.39) that
jhu00t;’ij 
 ddt hu0t;’i
   ddt hu0t;’iL2Ú

 jhA1=2ut;A1=2’iL2Új  jhjutjkt;’iL2Új
jhfut;’iL2Új  jhht; γ1’iL2—1j
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for all ’ 2 H10;—0Ú and for almost all t 2 0; T.
However, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and Ho¨lder’s inequality, we have
jhu00t;’ij
 Ck’kH10;—0 ÚkA1=2utkL2Ú  k jutjktkL2Ú
 Ck’kH10;—0 Ú
∥∥ut∥∥pL2pÚ  khtkL2—1 kγ1’kL2—1
 Ck’kH10;—0 Ú
(kutkH10;—0 Ú  ktkL2=mÚ ∥∥ut∥∥kL2k=1−mÚ
 ∥∥ut∥∥pH10;—0 Ú  khtkL2—1
for all ’ 2 H10;—0Ú and for almost all t 2 0; T. Therefore, for almost every
t 2 0; T
(3.43)
∥∥u00t∥∥2H10;—0 Ú0
 C(∥∥ut∥∥2H10;—0 Ú  ∥∥t∥∥2L2=mÚ ∥∥ut∥∥2kH10;—0 Ú
 ∥∥ut∥∥2pH10;—0 Ú  ∥∥ht∥∥2L2—1;
for some constant C. Hence, the lemma follows from (3.43). p
4. LOCAL SOLUTIONS
In this section, we shall show that the initial-boundary value problem (1.2) has
a unique local solution under the general restrictions on the damping and source
terms. We accomplish this by first showing that   gu0 and then prove unique-
ness. Specifically, we have the following Theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Let u0 2 H10;—0Ú, u1 2 L2Ú, and h 2 C10;1; L2—1.
Then there exists a constant T > 0 such that the initial-boundary value problem (1.2)
has a unique weak solution on 0; T with
u 2 C0; T;H10;—0Ú and u0 2 C0; T;L2Ú:
Proof. The proof follows immediately from the previous section and from
Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.5 below. p
We start by deriving an energy identity for the approximate solutions fuNg.
By multiplying equation (3.3) by u0N;kt, summing from 1 to N, and integrating
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from 0 to t, we obtain
ENt : 12
(∥∥u0Nt∥∥2L2Ú  ∥∥A1=2uNt∥∥2L2Ú(4.1)
− 1
p  1
∥∥uNt∥∥p1Lp1Ú − hht; γ1uNtiL2—1

Z t
0
hh0; γ1uNiL2—1 d

Z t
0
hjuNjkgu0N;u0NiL2Ú d  EN0:
Due to the fact that u, the solution of the initial-boundary value problem
(3.42), is not sufficiently regular, obtaining the energy identity in Lemma 4.2 is
not straightforward. However, by modifying the proof of Lemma 8.3 of Lions and
Magenes [20], Lemma 4.2 follows. Thus, its proof is omitted.
Lemma 4.2. Let u 2 C0; T;H10;—0Ú and u0 2 C0; T; L2Ú such
that u is a weak solution to the initial-boundary value problem (3.42). Then u
satisfies
Et : 1
2
(∥∥u0t∥∥2L2Ú  ∥∥A1=2ut∥∥2L2Ú− 1p  1∥∥ut∥∥p1Lp1Ú(4.2)
− hht; γ1utiL2—1 
Z t
0
hh0; γ1uiL2—1 d

Z t
0
hjujk;u0iL2Ú d  E0:
Lemma 4.3. Let v 2 H10;—0Ú be fixed, and k  1 satisfying (2.3). Let g’ 
j’jm sgn’. Then the mapping ’ ! jvjkg’ generates a monotone operator
from L2Ú into L2Ú. More precisely,
hjvjkg’− g ;’ − iL2Ú  0;
for all ’,  2 L2Ú, and every fixed v 2 H10;—0Ú. Moreover, the mapping
 , hjvjkg’   ; iL2Ú is continuous from R to R for every fixed ’,  ,
 2 L2Ú, and v 2 H10;—0Ú.
Proof. The first statement is trivial and follows easily from the monotonicity
of the function g’  j’jm sgn’. The second statement of the lemma also
follows easily from the fact that g is Ho¨lder continuous with jg’ − g j 
2j’ − jm, for all ’,  2 R. p
Lemma 4.4. Let u 2 C0; T;H10;—0Ú and u0 2 C0; T; L2Ú such
that u is a weak solution to the initial-boundary value problem (3.42). Then,  
gu0.
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Proof. Since PNu0 ! u0 in H10;—0Ú and PNu1 ! u1 in L2Ú, it follows
from (2.3) and (2.4) that kPNu0kLp1Ú ! ku0kLp1Ú. Moreover, by the con-
tinuity of the mapping H10;—0Ú γ1! L2—1, we have γ1PNu0 ! γ1u0 in L2—1.
Now, since
EN0  12
(∥∥PNu1∥∥2L2Ú  ∥∥A1=2PNu0∥∥2L2Ú
− hh0; γ1PNu0iL2—1 − 1p  1
∥∥PNu0∥∥p1Lp1Ú;
then,
(4.3) lim
N!1
EN0  E0  12
(∥∥u1∥∥2L2Ú  ∥∥A1=2u0∥∥2L2Ú
− hh0; γ1u0iL2—1 − 1p  1
∥∥u0∥∥p1
Lp1Ú:
Therefore, for almost all t 2 0; T, we have
(4.4) lim inf
N!1
ENt  lim
N!1
EN0  E0  Et:
We remark here that by virtue of the proof of Lemma 3.3, one can conclude that
kuNtkLp1Ú ! kutkLp1Ú, for almost all t 2 0; T. Therefore, it follows
from (3.19) and (4.1) that
Et  lim inf
N!1
ENt(4.5)
 1
2
lim inf
N!1
∥∥u0Nt∥∥2L2Ú  12 lim infN!1 ∥∥A1=2uNt∥∥2L2Ú
− 1
p  1
∥∥ut∥∥p1
Lp1Ú − hht; γ1utiL2—1

Z t
0
hh0; γ1uiL2—1 d
 lim inf
N!1
Z t
0
hjuNjkgu0N;u0NiL2Ú d
 1
2
∥∥u0t∥∥2L2Ú  12∥∥A1=2ut∥∥2L2Ú
− hht; γ1utiL2—1 
Z t
0
hh0; γ1uiL2—1 d
 lim inf
N!1
Z t
0
hjuNjkgu0N;u0NiL2Ú d:
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Therefore, (4.5) and (4.2) yield
Z t
0
hjujk;u0iL2Ú d(4.6)
 lim inf
N!1
Z t
0
hjuNjkgu0N;u0NiL2Ú d  0:
Now, let ’ 2 C0Ú 0; T be arbitrary. Since
lim
N!1
hjujkg’;u0Ni  limN!1hjuNj
kg’;u0Ni;
then (4.6) implies
(4.7)
Z t
0
hjujk− g’;u0−’iL2Ú d
 lim inf
N!1
Z t
0
hjuNjkgu0N− g’;u0N−’iL2Ú d:
Therefore, Lemma (4.3) and (4.7) yield
(4.8)
Z t
0
hjujk− g’;u0−’iL2Ú d  0;
for all ’ 2 C0Ú  0; T. By density, (4.8) holds for all ’ 2 L20; T ; L2Ú.
By choosing ’t  u0t−  t, where   0, then (4.8) yields
(4.9)
Z t
0
hjujk− gu0−  ; iL2Ú d  0;
for all   0 and for all 2 L20; T ; L2Ú. By letting ! 0 and using Lemma
4.3, one has
(4.10)
Z t
0
hjujk− gu0; iL2Ú d  0;
for all  2 L20; T ; L2Ú. In particular, by letting  t  gu0t − t,
then (4.10) shows that gu0t − t  0 almost everywhere in Ú, for almost
all t 2 0; T. p
Lemma 4.5. Let v1, v2 2 C0; T;H10;—0Ú and v01, v02 2 C0; T; L2Ú
such that v1 and v2 are weak solutions to the initial-boundary value problem (1.2).
Then, v1  v2.
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Proof. Let v  v1 − v2. Let L > 0 be such that kvjkC0;T;H10;—0 Ú  L and
kv0jkC0;T;L2Ú  L, for j  1, 2. First, we note that v 2 C0; T;H10;—0Ú,
v0 2 C0; T; L2Ú and v satisfies the following initial-boundary value prob-
lem
(4.11)
8>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>:
vtt −Ñv Gv1; v01−Gv2; v02  fv1− fv2;
in Ú 0; T;
vx;0  0; vtx;0  0; in Ú;
vx; t  0 on —0  0; T;
@v
@n
x; t  0; on —1  0; T:
By an argument similar to the proof of Lemma 4.2, we have
(4.12)
1
2
(∥∥v0t∥∥2L2Ú  ∥∥A1=2vt∥∥2L2Ú
 −
Z t
0
hGv1; v01−Gv2; v02; v0iL2Ú d

Z t
0
hfv1− fv2; v0iL2Ú d:
However, by Lemma 4.3, and the use of the elementary inequality
j jajk − jbjkj  Cja− bjjajk−1  jbjk−1;
for some constant C > 0, all k  1, and all a, b 2 R, we have
− hGv1; v01−Gv2; v02; v0iL2Ú(4.13)
 −hjv1jkgv01− gv02 gv02jv1jk − jv2jk; v0iL2Ú
 −hgv02jv1jk − jv2jk; v0iL2Ú
 Chjv02jm jv1 − v2j jv1jk−1  jv2jk−1; jv0jiL2Ú:
Now, for space dimensions n  3, we choose
  2
m
;   2n
n− 2 ; γ 
2n
n− 2k− 1 ;  
2n
2n k−nm k :
By recalling (2.3), it easy to see that , , γ,  are Ho¨lder’s conjugate exponents,
and in particular 1 <   2. Therefore, by using the generalized Ho¨lder inequality
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and (2.4), we have
hjv20jm jv1− v2j jvjjk−1; jv0jiL2Ú(4.14)
 ∥∥v02∥∥m2 kvk2n=n−2 kvjkk−12n=n−2 kv0k
 C∥∥v02∥∥m2 kvkH10;—0 Ú ∥∥vj∥∥k−1H10;—0 Ú kv0k2
 CLmk−1kv0k2 kvkH10;—0 Ú
 C∥∥v0∥∥22  ∥∥v∥∥2H10;—0 Ú
for all  2 0; T and j  1, 2.
Similarly, by noting that p  n=n− 2 is equivalent to np − 1 
2n=n− 2, then we have
hfv1− fv2; v0iL2Ú(4.15)
 hjv1jp−1v1− jv2jp−1v2; v0iL2Ú
 Chjv1− v2jjv1jp−1  jv2jp−1; jv0jiL2Ú
 Ckvk2n=n−2 kv0k2
∥∥v1∥∥p−1np−1  ∥∥v2∥∥p−1np−1
 CkvkH10;—0 Ú kv0k2
∥∥v1∥∥p−1H10;—0 Ú  ∥∥v2∥∥p−1H10;—0 Ú
 C∥∥v0∥∥22  ∥∥v∥∥2H10;—0 Ú:
We remark here that the estimates in (4.14)-(4.15) are also valid for the space
dimensions n  1, 2, by a similar argument. Therefore, it follows from (4.12)-
(4.15) that
(4.16)
∥∥v0t∥∥22  ∥∥vt∥∥2H10;—0 Ú  C
Z t
0
∥∥v0∥∥22  ∥∥v∥∥2H10;—0 Úd;
for t 2 0; T. Hence, by Gronwall’s inequality
∥∥v0t∥∥22  ∥∥vt∥∥2H10;—0 Ú  0; for t 2 0; T: p
5. GLOBAL SOLUTIONS
In this section we shall show that every local weak solution to the initial-boundary
value problem (1.2) is a global solution provided k m  p. More specifically,
we have the following theorem.
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Theorem 5.1. Let k, m and p satisfy (2.3). Assume that k m  p, u0 2
H10;—0Ú, u1 2 L2Ú, and h 2 C10;1; L2—1. Then for any T > 0, the
initial-boundary value problem (1.2) has a unique weak solution on 0; T with
u 2 C0; T;H10;—0Ú and u0 2 C0; T;L2Ú:
Proof. The theorem will follow immediately from Lemma 5.2 below. The
a priori bounds for the approximate solutions in Lemma 5.2, followed by the
application of the results in Sections 3 and 4 allow us to pass to the limit and
obtain a weak solution to (1.2) on any time interval 0; T. p
Lemma 5.2. Let k, m and p satisfy (2.3). If km  p then on any bounded
time interval 0; T, the sequence of the approximate solutions fuNg is bounded in
YT and fu0Ng is bounded in XT .
Proof. Let
eNt  12
(∥∥u0Nt∥∥2L2Ú  ∥∥A1=2uNt∥∥2L2Ú;(5.1)
FNt  eNt 1p  1
∥∥uNt∥∥p1Lp1Ú;(5.2)
Nt  hht; γ1uNtiL2—1 −
Z t
0
hh0; γ1uNiL2—1 d:(5.3)
We shall show that FNt remains bounded for bounded time. First, we note that
(4.1) yields
e0Nt 
Z
Ú juNtjp−1uNtu0Ntdx(5.4)
−
Z
Ú juNtjk ju0Ntjm1 dx  0Nt:
Therefore,
F 0Nt  2
Z
Ú juNtjp−1uNtu0Ntdx(5.5)
−
Z
Ú juNtjk ju0Ntjm1 dx   0Nt:
By Ho¨lder’s and Young’s inequalities, we have
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jp−1uNtu0Ntdx
(5.6)

Z
Ú juNtjp−p−m=m1juNtjp−m=m1 ju0Ntjdx

Z
Ú juNtjp−m ju0Ntjm1 dx
1=m1

Z
Ú juNtjp1 dx
m=m1
 "
Z
Ú juNtjp−m ju0Ntjm1 dx 
1
2
C0
Z
Ú juNtjp1 dx;
for some constant C0 > 0 that depends on " and m. By taking "  12 , then we
have
F 0Nt  C0
Z
Ú juNtjp1 dx 
Z
Ú juNtjp−m ju0Ntjm1 dx(5.7)
−
Z
Ú juNtjk ju0Ntjm1 dx   0Nt

Z
Ú ju0Ntjm1juNtjp−m − juNtjkdx
 C0
Z
Ú juNtjp1 dx  0Nt
 I1Nt I2Nt C0
Z
Ú juNtjp1 dx   0Nt;
where
I1Nt 
Z
fx2Ú : juNtj>1g ju
0
Ntjm1juNtjp−m − juNtjkdx;
and
I2Nt 
Z
fx2Ú : juNtj1g ju
0
Ntjm1juNtjp−m − juNtjkdx:
Since k  p −m, I1Nt  0. By Ho¨lder’s and Young’s inequalities
I2Nt  2
Z
Ú ju0Ntjm1 dx  C1
∥∥u0Nt∥∥m1L2Ú(5.8)
 C1
∥∥u0Nt∥∥2L2Ú  C2;
for some constants C1, C2 > 0. Therefore, it follows from (5.7) that
F 0Nt  C1
∥∥u0Nt∥∥2L2Ú  C0∥∥uNt∥∥p1p1  C2   0Nt(5.9)
 bFNt C2  0Nt;
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for some constant b > 0.
By multiplying (5.9) by e−bt and integrating from 0 to t, we obtain
e−btFNt 

FN0− N0 C2b

 e−btNt(5.10)
 b
Z t
0
e−bNd:
However,
FN0 jN0j(5.11)
 1
2
(∥∥PNu1∥∥2L2Ú  ∥∥A1=2PNu0∥∥2L2Ú
 1
p  1
∥∥PNu0∥∥p1Lp1Ú  jhh0; γ1PNu0iL2—1j
 ∥∥u1∥∥2L2Ú  ∥∥u0∥∥2H10;—0 Ú
 C(∥∥u0∥∥p1H10;—0 Ú  kh0kL2—1 ku0kH10;—0 Ú
: C3:
Now, we estimate Nt as follows:
jNtj  khtkL2—1 kγ1uNtkL2—1(5.12)

Z t
0
kh0kL2—1 kγ1uNkL2—1 d
 C

1
4"
∥∥ht∥∥2L2—1  "∥∥uNt∥∥2H10;—0 Ú

 C
Z t
0

1
4"
∥∥h0∥∥2L2—1  "∥∥uN∥∥2H10;—0 Ú

d
 qt 1
2
FNt 12
Z t
0
FNd;
where qt  C2( ∥∥ht∥∥2L2—1 
Z t
0
∥∥h0∥∥2L2—1 d and "  1=4C.
Now, it follows from (5.10)-(5.12) that
1
2
e−btFNt(5.13)
 C2
b
 C3  e−btqt 12e
−bt
Z t
0
FNd
 b
Z t
0
e−b

q 1
2

FN
Z 
0
FNsds

d 
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 C4  e−btqt b
Z t
0
e−bqd  2 b
2
Z t
0
e−bFNd
: Qt 2 b
2
Z t
0
e−bFNd;
whereQt  C4e−btqtb
Z t
0
e−bqd and C4  C2b C3. By Gronwall’s
inequality,
(5.14)
1
2
e−btFNt  Qt 2 be2bt
Z t
0
Qd:
Thus, (5.14) shows that FNt remains bounded for every t > 0, which completes
the proof. p
6. BLOW-UP OF SOLUTIONS
Throughout this section, we assume that p > km, and for simplicity, we assume
ht  0. In particular, the energy identity (4.2) in Lemma 4.2 becomes
(6.1) Et : 1
2
(∥∥u0t∥∥2L2Ú  ∥∥A1=2ut∥∥2L2Ú− 1p  1∥∥ut∥∥p1Lp1Ú

Z t
0
Z
Ú jujk ju0jm1 dx d  E0:
Let
Ft  ∥∥ut∥∥2L2Ú;(6.2)
Ht  −1
2
(∥∥u0t∥∥2L2Ú  ∥∥A1=2ut∥∥2L2Ú 1p  1∥∥ut∥∥p1Lp1Ú:(6.3)
Our main result in this section is the following theorem.
Theorem 6.1. Let u 2 C0; T;H10;—0Ú and u0 2 C0; T; L2Ú such
that u is a weak solution to the initial-boundary value problem (1.2) in the sense of
Definition 2.1. If p > k m and H0 > 0, then T is necessarily finite, i.e., u
cannot be continued for all t > 0.
Proof. First, (6.1) yields that
H0t 
Z
Ú jutjk ju0tjm1 dx  0:
Therefore,
(6.4) 0 < H0  Ht  1
p  1
∥∥ut∥∥p1
Lp1Ú;
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for 0  t < T .
Let   minfp− km=mp1; p−1=2p1g. In particular,
0 <  < 12 . Let K and L be the constants given by
(6.5)
K  2jÚjp−k−m=m1p1 and
L  p  1
km1=mp1
p − 11=m H0
−p−k−m=mp1
Let 0 < " < 1 be small enough so that
(6.6) 1−− "K11=mL  0:
Later, we may need to adjust " again.
In the remainder of the proof, most generic constants will be denoted by C,
C0, : : : ; they may depend on various parameters, but they are totally independent
from " and the initial data, and they may change from line to line.
First, we note that (6.6) implies
(6.7) H0  C";
where  mp  1=p − km−mp  1 > 0.
As in [5], we let
yt  Ht1−  "F 0t:(6.8)
Due to Lemma 3.6 and the work thereafter, one has u00 2 C0; T; H10;—0Ú0.
Consequently, F 00t exists for t 2 0; T and
F 00t  2(∥∥u0t∥∥2L2Ú − ∥∥A1=2ut∥∥2L2Ú  ∥∥ut∥∥p1Lp1Ú(6.9)
− 2
Z
Ú jutjkutgu0tdx:
It follows from (6.8)-(6.9) that
y 0t  1−Ht−H0t 4"∥∥u0t∥∥2L2Ú  4"Ht(6.10)
 2"p − 1
p  1
∥∥ut∥∥p1
Lp1Ú − 2"
Z
Ú jutjkutgu0tdx:
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Since p > km, then by Ho¨lder’s inequalityZÚ jutjkutgu0tdx
(6.11)

Z
Ú jutjk1−km=m1jutjkm=m1ju0tjm dx

Z
Ú jutjk ju0tjm1 dx
m=m1

Z
Ú jutjkm1 dx
1=m1
 1
2
KH0tm=m1
∥∥ut∥∥km1=m1Lp1Ú ;
where K is as given in (6.5). However, Young’s inequality and (6.11) yield
(6.12)
ZÚ jutjkutgu0tdx
  12K

1

H0t m∥∥ut∥∥km1Lp1Ú

;
where  > 0 is to be chosen later. Therefore, it follows from (6.10) and (6.12)
that
(6.13) y 0t 

1−Ht− − K "


H0t 4"∥∥u0t∥∥2L2Ú
 4"Ht 2"p − 1
p  1
∥∥ut∥∥p1
Lp1Ú − K"m
∥∥ut∥∥km1Lp1Ú:
By choosing   p − 1=p  1Kkutkp−k−m
Lp1Ú1=m, then
"
p − 1
p  1
∥∥ut∥∥p1
Lp1Ú −K"m
∥∥ut∥∥km1Lp1Ú  0:
Therefore, we have
y 0t 

1−Ht− − K "


H0t 4"∥∥u0t∥∥2L2Ú(6.14)
 4"Ht "p − 1
p  1
∥∥ut∥∥p1
Lp1Ú:
Since Ht  1=p  1kutkp1
Lp1Ú, then
(6.15) 1−Ht− −K "

 H−t

1−− K "

Ht

 Ht−
"
1−− "K11=m p  1
1=m−
p − 11=m
∥∥ut∥∥km−pmp1=m
Lp1Ú
#
:
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Furthermore, since kutkLp1Ú  p1H01=p1 > 0 and  was chosen
so that km− p mp  1  0, then it follows from (6.15) that
(6.16) 1−Ht− −K "

 Ht−

"
1−− "K11=m p  1
km1=mp1
p − 11=m H0
−p−k−m=mp1
#
 Ht−1−− "K11=m L  0;
by our choice of " in (6.6). Therefore, (6.14) and (6.16) yield
(6.17) y 0t  "CHt ∥∥u0t∥∥2L2Ú  ∥∥ut∥∥p1Lp1Ú;
for t 2 0; T and where C > 0 is a constant that does not depend on ". In
particular (6.17) shows that yt is increasing on 0; T, with
yt  Ht1−  "F 0t  H01−  "F 00:(6.18)
If F 00  0, then no further condition on " is needed. However, if F 00 < 0,
then we further adjust " so that 0 < "  −H01−=2F 00. In any case, one
has yt > 0, for t 2 0; T.
Finally, we show that yt satisfies the differential inequality
(6.19) y 0t  "1C0yt1=1−; 0  t < T ;
where C0 is some positive constant and   1− 2=1− 2p  1  0.
If F 0t  0 for some t 2 0; T, then for such values of t we have
(6.20) yt1=1−  Ht1−  "F 0t1=1−  Ht:
Thus, (6.20) and (6.17) show that (6.19) is valid for all t 2 0; T for which
F 0t  0. If t 2 0; T is such that F 0t > 0, then (6.19) will be valid, if for
such values of t 2 0; T the following inequality holds
Ht ∥∥ut∥∥p1
Lp1Ú 
∥∥u0t∥∥2L2Ú(6.21)
 "CHt1−  "F 0t1=1−:
So, assume that F 0t > 0, and let   1=1−. Since 1 <  < 2 and 0 < " < 1,
then by convexity
(6.22) Ht1−  "F 0t  2−1Ht F 0t:
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However, since p  1, we have
F 0t 

2
Z
Úutu0tdx

 CkutkL2Ú ku0tkL2Ú(6.23)
 C∥∥ut∥∥
Lp1Ú
∥∥u0t∥∥L2Ú:
Since 2=  21− > 1, by using Young’s inequality, we obtain
(6.24) F 0t  C(∥∥u0t∥∥2L2Ú  ∥∥ut∥∥2=2−Lp1Ú :
Now, by recalling kutkp1
Lp1Ú > p  1H0 > 0 and by noting that  
p−1=2p1 is equivalent to 2=2− : 2=1−2  p1, then there
exists a constant C1 > 0 that is independent of " and the initial data, such that
∥∥ut∥∥2=2−Lp1Ú  C1H02=1−2p1−1∥∥ut∥∥p1Lp1Ú:(6.25)
Since 2=1− 2p  1− 1  0, then it follows from (6.7) that
(6.26)
∥∥ut∥∥2=2−Lp1Ú  C"−∥∥ut∥∥p1Lp1Ú;
where
  
 
1− 2
1− 2p  1
!
 m
p − km−mp  1

p  1− 2
1− 2

 0:
Thus, it follows from (6.26) and (6.24) that
(6.27) F 0t1=1−  C"− (∥∥u0t∥∥2L2Ú  ∥∥ut∥∥p1Lp1Ú:
By combining (6.22) and (6.27), then (6.21) follows. Consequently (6.19) holds,
and therefore, yt  Ht1−  "F 0t blows up in finite-time T , where
(6.28) T < C"−1−y0−=1−: p
Remark 6.2. If F 00  0, then (6.28) yields the following upper bound for
the life span of the solution
(6.29) T < C"−1− H01−  "F 00−=1−  C"−1−H0−:
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However, if F 00 < 0, then (6.29) is still valid, since we have chosen " in the
proof of Theorem 6.1 so that 0 < "  −H01−=2F 00. Now, if the initial
data is sufficiently small, then in view of (6.7), "  H01=, and therefore we
have
T < CH0−−1=−=(6.30)
 CH0−p−km=mp1−1−2=1−2p1:
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